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1. General Information 
In general ultralight aviation in Russia is progressing. 
It is still overregulated by the authorities but government is consecutively 
removing the restrictions and limitations: 
* 2011 — switching from receiving permissions for each flight from controlling authorities to
placing notification 
* 2011-12 — sport popularization through the flight of the president of the Country on a wheight-
shift aircraft
* 2016 – releasing the “below 115 kg” class from the government control 
* Recent years — working of the comission under president's control devoted to identify and solve
problems in general aviation including ultalight aviation.

The number of the aircrafts is growing appr. 15% per year. The growth is driven by the UL planes,
gyros and paramotors. The number of trikes and handgliders is decreasing. 
In Russia ULA is not only a hobby. Significant part of the microlights is used professionally for
agricultural support. 

2. Sport in Russia 
* Russian sport aviation community is not fully integrated with the FAI events structure. Despite
significant part of the local competitions meet international standards and is judged under the rules
close to FAI rules, most of them are not registered as FAI Category events. 
Achievements: 
* EMC WL2 1st place 
* National Youth cup conduction.

3. Regulations 
* In 2016 the government releases the ultralights weighting below 115 kg under its control. No
flight license, medical certificate and aircraft registration is now required
* The drones flights rules are developing 
* Limitations for ULA in equal for both microlights and autogyros — MTOW not more than 495
kg (+resque system (the weigh is not limited)); maximum stall speed — 65 km/h * Resque system
is not obligatory; no transponder or radio is required for area G * UL aircrafts should be registered
in appropriate government authorities; UL pilots should pass serious medical examination – the
same as PPL pilots
* Serious paperwork is required for foreign pilot for flying into Russia and in Russia. Nevertheless
we are working on changing the regulation and making the procedures easier.

4. Statistics 
* The number of the collective members (regional branches, communities, clubs, etc) of the Joint
Federation of the Ultralight Aviation – 235 
* Pilots – 4910 (including microlights, autogyros, UL rotorcrafts, paramotors and gliders) 
* UL aircrafts – 2050 microlights, autogyros, UL rotorcrafts, paramotors; 2530 gliders 
* Total flying hours – appr. 160 000 
* In 2016 8 accidents were reported. Main reason – human factor. 

5. Other Comments 
The flight from Europe to Russia with more than 20 aircrafts was conducted.


